Arthroscopic-Guided Balloon Tibioplasty in Schatzker III Tibial Plateau Fracture
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Introduction

Tibial plateau fractures are 1% of the adult fractures and 5 to 8% of the lower limb fractures: males are more affected than females.1 The mechanism usually involves a varus or valgus loaded with axial forces.

The most frequent fractures are the ones with articular surface depression (Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Osteosynthesefragen/Orthopaedic Trauma Association [AO/OTA] type 41.B2, Schatzker III) with or without lateral condyle split (AO/OTA type 41.B3, Schatzker II). Schatzker III are mainly found in elderly and due to osteopenia, whereas Schatzker II are typical in young adults and occur due to high energy trauma.²

Surgical treatment is indicated for a depressed area bigger than 1 cm² and/or more than 10 degree of valgus deformity, evaluated with the knee in extension.³

The standard treatment of tibial plateau fracture is open reduction and internal fixation (ORIF) with plates and screws,
with or without the filling of bone defect with different bony substitutes. This kind of treatment requires surgical injuries to soft tissues which are most often undamaged. Furthermore, the articular surface restoration is difficult to achieve from below and sometimes also an overcorrection can be seen as an intraarticular prominence of the cartilage.

Nowadays, the patient’s functional level is more and more demanding, so the attempt is to spare the soft tissues and to minimize the surgical approach also with the arthroscopically assisted techniques.

Sparing soft tissues can enhance the bone callus formation, limiting the periosteal devascularization and the complications related to the surgical approach.

Caspari et al. and Jennings, in the 1980s, were the first to describe arthroscopically assisted osteosynthesis; since then, other mini-invasive techniques have been developed.

This study aims to describe our technique, consisting of arthroscopic reduction and internal fixation (ARIF) with ballooning, underlining technical aspects, and reporting the clinical and radiographic results of our patients with a mean follow-up of 2 years.

Methods

The study relates to six patients (four males and two females) with tibial plateau fracture type Schatzker III with tibial plateau depression more than 4 mm at preoperative computed tomography scan (CT-scan), treated between February 2014 and January 2016. The mean age of group was 46 years (36–55 years).

Exclusion criteria were patients under the age of 20, posterior tibial plateau comminations, and a compartment syndrome before surgery.

The mean time between the day of admission and surgery was 4 days (range 2–10 days), and the timing of the operation was influenced by the patient’s general health status (cardiopulmonary diseases and anticoagulant therapy) and the soft-tissue envelope conditions, particularly, significant edema and skin blisters.

A preoperative CT-scan study allowed the fracture classification to evaluate commination and the precise site and the extension of the articular surface damage; this information was essential for the placement of balloon guidewires to reduce and to fix the bony defect.

The surgical technique was an ARIF tibioplasty performed with expansive cranial balloon filled with tricalcium phosphate and percutaneous screw stabilization. All patients were treated by the same surgeon.

Treatment

In this technique, a kyphoplasty balloon was used for the reduction of the fracture and a tricalcium phosphate filler to fulfill the bone defect and to stimulate the healing.

On a radiotransparent surgical table, the patient was in a supine position. A tourniquet was used, and two holders were set at the foot and in the lateral region of the thigh. The knee had to be free to flex until 90 degree. Epidural anesthesia and preoperative assessment of the knee were usually performed.

The first surgical procedure was the arthroscopy with anteromedial and anterolateral portals. We usually used a load lower than 20 mm Hg. In the arthroscopic procedure, different aims were possible: articular cleaning, ligaments, meniscal and cartilage assessment; also far from the fracture site, were essential preliminary acts, but above all, with arthroscopy performed a proper evaluation of the quality of the fracture reduction was obtained through external manipulations.

The second procedure was the setting of two K wires to stabilize the fracture at the anterior and posterior edges and to control the extension right below the subsiding, where the balloon was set. For a correct K wires positioning, the preoperative CT-scan was crucial to know the morphology of the subsidence. K wires and osteointroducers had to be perfectly parallel to the joint line, and so also the natural slope of the tibia and other congenital or post-traumatic deformities had to be considered. A further fluoroscopic control of the proper placement of K wires in both anteroposterior and lateral views was performed.

The problem of the expansive direction of the inflated balloon was solved putting into the place more than two K wires realizing a wall and thus avoiding the caudal expansion of the balloon.

The balloon allowed only a cranial expansion, avoiding the significant impact on the trabeculae below the fracture, and thus the metaphyseal filler spreading was avoided. Furthermore, this polar expansion could be achieved by less than 17 atm pressure which is lower than the pressure necessary for the circumferential expansion.

Once the position of the balloon was controlled, the pressure could be progressively increased using a contrast liquid, and the possible asymmetry of balloon expansion under fluoroscopy could be assessed.

The arthroscopic evaluation was performed to have an intra-articular control of cartilage layer and to see if the balloon had to be moved. Using a probe under arthroscopic assistance, we could also adjust the cartilage layer, especially in multifragmentary fractures. In large fractures, we could move the balloon in the peripheral depression and check its proper position under arthroscopy, and if necessary, we could set further osteointroducers.

Once a satisfying reduction was achieved, a fluoroscopic control was used to assess the good position obtained of the subchondral bony layer. Thus the balloon could be removed.

The cavity obtained using the balloon was stabilized by compression of the trabeculae, and so it could be filled by tricalcium phosphate, which secures the fracture and acts as a mechanical support.

The filler was introduced by the trocar, and its volume was deduced by the contrast liquid volume: 6 mL of tricalcium phosphate was usually used, and a new fluoroscopic and arthroscopic evaluation was suggested after the filling. The filler was transformed into calcium apatite in 12 minutes. Then the final synthesis was performed putting 7.3-mm cannulated screws on the previously set K wires. These screws had to be placed below the filler (► Fig. 1).

The early mobilization was possible from the first day, 50% of the weight bearing on the affected side was allowed after
15 days. Complete weight bearing was allowed after 1 month. When the postoperative pain reduced, muscular strength exercises were allowed. At 6 months, a CT-scan evaluation was required, and if an excellent muscular strength and ROM were achieved, return to the previous sports activity was allowed.

**Outcome Measurements**
The patients were evaluated clinically using the Rasmussen score system\(^7\) and Lysholm score system\(^8\) at 6 to 12 and 12 to 24 months, postoperatively. Radiographic evaluations (standard X-rays) were done preoperatively (Fig. 2 and 3) and at 1, 3, and 12 months postoperatively while a CT-scan with 3D reconstruction was performed preoperatively (Fig. 4), at first day and 6 months, postoperatively.

**Statistical Analysis**
The data from this study were analyzed through the use of the SPSS statistics software program (SPSS Inc. Chicago, United States). A t-test was used for normally distributed, continuous variables. 
A \( p \)-value <0.05 was considered statistically significant. Descriptive statistics are presented as mean (range).

**Results**
The follow-up period ranged from 22 to 33 months, with a mean of 28 months. No patients were lost to follow-up.

The mean Rasmussen clinical score at 6-months postoperatively was 26.3 (range 22–28). Walking, motion, and
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**Fig. 1** Intraoperative fluoroscopic control of the proper placement of the screw.

**Fig. 2** Preoperative X-ray anteroposterior view.

**Fig. 3** Preoperative X-ray lateral view.
stability were good or excellent in five cases. Only one patient reported occasional and local pain and poor walking ability, without stiffness and articular laxity. In this patient, at 6-months CT-scan, an osteolytic area was present at the tip of the screws on the head of the fibula, because of the too long screw (►Figs. 5 and 6), so we planned surgical removal.

At 1-year postoperatively, the mean Rasmussen clinical score was 28.33 (range 25–30). All patients showed improvement in all fields studied. The worst results were reported in the patients who underwent screws removal, compatible with the recent surgery. No statistically significant difference was found between 6-months and 1-year results ($p > 0.05$).

At 2-year postoperatively, the mean Rasmussen clinical score was 28.83 (28–30). All patients presented excellent results in all categories, with an important reduction of the outcomes difference at 2 years. No statistically significant difference was found between 1-year and 2-years results ($p > 0.05$) but a significant difference was found between 6-months and 2-years results ($p < 0.05$) (►Table 1). They had an excellent medium-term outcome and were free of symptoms with a full active range of motion of knee (0–140 degree).

We observed the same trend in Lysholm Knee score (►Table 2), in which at 6-month follow-up the mean was 90.2 (range 85–95) with excellent results in five of six patients. At 12-months follow-up, the mean Lysholm Knee score was 94.8 (range 85–100), with excellent results and significant variability because of the patient who underwent screw removal. As a matter of fact, at 24-months follow-up the mean Lysholm Knee score was 97.3 (range 96–100), and all the results were excellent.

In Lysholm Knee score also there was no significant difference in 6-months/1-year results and 1-year/2-years results ($p > 0.05$) but with an important difference in 6-months/2-years results ($p < 0.001$).

CT-scan achieved the first postoperative day showed the recovery of approximately 70% of the area of the interested tibial plateau, restoring of the joint surface without articular bone free fragments. The control CT-scan, performed at 6-months postoperatively showed the same radiological aspects in five of six patients (►Fig. 7), except in the patient treated with surgical screw removal.

Planned radiographic controls demonstrated a maintained anatomic articular reduction (►Fig. 8), without subsidence or screw mobilization.

At last radiographic controls, no radiological sign of tricalcium phosphate reabsorption was found.
This study presents the results referring to the treatment of tibial plateau fracture type Schatzker III by balloon tibioplasty arthroscopically assisted. In our series of patients the reduction of the fracture can be obtained by this mini-invasive approach in all cases and consequently the joint cartilage surface can be restored in a large area of the fracture. Clinical and functional scores showed excellent results at the medium follow-up; rehabilitation started the first day after surgery with a fast recovery of full range of motion and restoring of weightbearing after 2 weeks. Radiological controls (CT-scan and radiographs) confirmed the durable fracture reduction and the absence of post-traumatic arthritis. Only one patient reported occasional pain related to screws length and position.

The goals of surgical treatment of these injuries are restoration of the joint surface, tibial alignment, fast rehabilitation to prevent stiffness of the knee, and avoidance of post-traumatic arthritis. Traditionally, these fractures can be treated by open reduction (by a window into the tibial bone) and internal fixation by plate, locking screws and bone graft. Sometimes a mini-arthrotomy or arthroscopy can be indicated to confirm the articular surface restoration. Complications of ORIF surgery can be muscular damage, postoperative pain and swelling, infection, operation time, scarring, and damage to the blood supply to the periosteum. These evidences encouraged the use of percutaneous reduction with balloon and cement augmentation in tibial plateau fractures, a technique derived from vertebral surgery but also used successfully in maxillofacial surgery and for the treatment of calcaneus, cuboid, distal radius, and acetabular. Reiley, in 2003, first described this technique for the tibial plateau.

Pizanis et al presented a case series of five patients treated by balloon tibioplasty and plate fixation; the results at 12 to 36-months follow-up showed no loss of reduction and no development of post-traumatic arthritis. The functional evaluation with the Rasmussen and Lysholm scores yielded excellent results (respectively 28–30 points and 95–100 points), so their results are in agreement with our findings. The authors recommend the use of a lateral plate to avoid an unwanted breach through the lateral cortex during fracture reduction and the use of K wire under the fracture to favor balloon direction during fracture reduction.

Hahnhaussen et al presented a case report on a female of 51 year-old with a depressed lateral tibial plateau fracture (Schatzker III) managed by balloon tibioplasty and plate fixation; the follow-up at 1 year showed excellent clinical outcome and a maintained long-term reduction and fixation on radiographs.

Doria et al performed a randomized multicentric trial on 28 patients with lateral tibial plateau fracture (Schatzker II: 3 cases–Schatzker III 25 cases). The patients were randomized in two groups: fracture reduction using balloon tibioplasty (14 patients) and traditional technique (14 patients). Only in one case the surgeons added a plate to the tibioplasty; in the other case tibioplasty was performed alone. They showed that mean Rasmussen score was higher in tibioplasty group (28.9 vs. 26.1, 1-year follow-up) and that there was no loss of articular reduction at 6-weeks follow-up in this group. Postoperative CT-scan demonstrated the recovery of approximately 75% of the area of the tibial lateral plateau joint surface. They concluded that this new technique leads to better results and less surgical trauma than traditional.

**Discussion**

This study presents the results referring to the treatment of tibial plateau fracture type Schatzker III by balloon tibioplasty arthroscopically assisted. In our series of patients the reduction of the fracture can be obtained by this mini-invasive approach in all cases and consequently the joint cartilage surface can be restored in a large area of the
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**Fig. 6** Control CT-scan at 6-months follow-up: the osteolytic area was better visible with axial scans.

**Table 1** Rasmussen clinical score at 6 to 12 and 12 to 24 months follow-up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>6-months</th>
<th>12-months</th>
<th>24-months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** Lysholm Knee score at 6 to 12 and 12 to 24 months follow-up

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>6-months</th>
<th>12-months</th>
<th>24-months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
surgery; the only drawback is the higher cost due to instruments.

Ollivier et al\textsuperscript{17} presented a paper on 20 patients suffering from lateral tibial plateau fracture (Schatzker II and III), managed with inflation tibioplasty and restorable calcium phosphate bone substitute injection. At 1-year follow-up, they observed good results in terms of pain, daily living activities, and quality of life without occurrence of perioperative complications. The step-off depression of lateral tibial plateau improved from 10 to 2-mm, postoperatively. They concluded that the procedure is safe and it allows to obtain a high rate of anatomic reduction.

Mauffrey et al\textsuperscript{18} in an observational retrospective study on 20 patients showed the most frequent complications related to this technique: burst balloon, extrusion of cement in soft tissue, no reduction of depressed articular fragment, and intra-articular penetration of the cement. In another paper, Mauffrey et al\textsuperscript{19} highlighted the pearls and the pitfall of this surgical technique. Balloon tibioplasty is superior to a metal tamp to reduce articular and comminuted fracture, but a complete cortical ring is mandatory for achieving articular reduction. So in the presence of a cortical split the surgeon must close the split to create a cortical ring before balloon inflation to avoid “the trap-door effect” and the risk of an insufficient reduction of the articular fragment. Generally a volume of 4 mL is required to elevate a tibial plateau fracture, but the surgeon must give attention to pressure reading because in a nonfractured area the pressure increases rapidly with the risk of balloon breakage. Finally, in the presence of large defect and depression, a second balloon can be required to obtain good reduction.

In literature there is no agreement regarding the ideal fixation associated with tibioplasty; the procedure can be performed alone\textsuperscript{9} or in association with screws or plate placement. In our experience (Schatzker III fracture), the use of screws provided a support to the fracture reduction.

Fig. 7 Control CT-scan at 6-months follow-up shows the recovery of approximately 70% of the area of the interested tibial plateau, restoring of the joint surface without articular bone free fragments.

Fig. 8 Control X-ray at 12-months follow-up.
and allowed quick postoperative weightbearing. The use of plate is indicated in case of Schatzker II fracture because there is split interesting cortical bone, especially in the presence of a porotic bone. In young patients we recommend the use of screws to preserve periosteal vascularization and improve bone healing.

Belaid et al\textsuperscript{20} presented a finite element analysis on stress distribution in the tibial plateau stabilized by balloon osteoplasty to determine the influence of cement filling. They concluded that the cement injection can increase implant stability, preserve fracture reduction, and produce a uniform load distribution.

Simpson and Keating\textsuperscript{21} showed calcium phosphate properties. The potential stimulation of the bone healing is the same as that of the bone impaction grafting, but calcium phosphate allows a quicker surgical time and a better reduction at 1-year follow-up. It does not need an exothermic reaction as required for the acrylic cement, avoiding thermic cellular damage and saving its osteoinductive properties.

In literature some authors use only fluoroscopy\textsuperscript{9} to evaluate intraoperative fracture reduction; other authors combine fluoroscopy and arthroscopy.\textsuperscript{15,19} In our experience, arthroscopy allows a better vision of the whole joint, especially of cartilage surface restoration, as well as the possibility to treat any intra-articular lesions and hematoma removal. However, the surgeon must pay attention to arthroscopic pump pressure to avoid compartment syndrome due to the extra-articular spreading of liquid. The limit of pressure allowed is not defined and the suggestion is to use the lowest possible pressure level. Dall'Oca et al\textsuperscript{22} compared ARIF treatment with traditional ORIF in 100 patients and they showed that ARIF technique may increase clinical outcome in tibial plateau fractures (Schatzker II, III, and IV type). The patients showed better range of motion, less postoperative pain, and less incidence of infection. In type III fracture, they found a high incidence of lateral meniscal tears, suggesting that ARIF also allowed to identify and to treat associated articular lesions.

Wang et al\textsuperscript{23} will conduct a blinded randomized controlled trial on 80 patients managed with arthroscopic-assisted balloon tibioplasty and open reduction and internal fixation; the outcome measure at 2-years follow-up will be clinical and radiological score, quality of reduction, intraoperative blood loss, surgical duration, postoperative pain, hospitalization, reoperation, and post-traumatic arthritis development. So more information about this novel technique can be understood by this study.

There are limitations to our study: the number of patient is less, there is no control group, and the follow-up at 2 years cannot exclude certainly the development of post-traumatic arthritis.

Based on our results and literature considerations, we can conclude that balloon tibioplasty allows to obtain excellent clinical and radiological results if surgery is performed with proper indications related to Schatzker classification (type III in our experience). Articular surface restoration and fracture reduction can be obtained by this mini-invasive technique. The procedure is safe, but the surgeon has to follow standardized steps and surgical tricks to avoid complications. Anyway, randomized controlled studies and a broader cohort with longer follow-up are needed to confirm these encouraging data.
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